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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE STATE OF UTAH
DEBRA KAY CAAUWE,

]

P1 a i n tif f / Ap p e1 l e e ,
vs.

])

DARYI i G E N E C A A U W E ,

]

Defendant/Appel1 ant.

Case No. 930471-CA

]

BRIEF OF APPELLEE
DEBRA KAY CAAUWE

JURISDICTION AND NATURE
OF PROCEEDINGS
The Court of Appeals for the State of Utah has
appellate jurisdiction in this domestic relations case pursuant to
Section 78-2a-2(l) Utah Code Annotated, as amended, as it is an
appeal from a final Order modifying a decree of divorce.

ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW
1.

Issue:

Does federal law preclude a L.[. at. e cuut *. t L am

treating "voluntary separation incentive pay" from the armed forces
pursuan

10 U.S.C. Section 1175 as marital property subject to

1

equitable division in a divorce modification proceeding brought by
the former spouse Debra Kay Caauwe?
Standard of Review:

Questions of law are reviewed under

a correction of error standard, giving no deference to the trial
court.

Maxwell v. Maxwell, 796 P.2d 403, 404 (Utah App. 1990).
2. Issue: Are payments to defendant, Daryl Gene Caauwe,

under the Voluntary Separation Incentive program, marital property
to be equitably divided between the parties?
Standard of Review: The appellate court will not disturb
the trial court's

findings of fact, unless such findings are

clearly erroneous.

Hagen v. Hagen, 810 2d 478, 481 (Utah App.

1991).

The trial court found the standard military retirement

program and the Voluntary Separation Incentive program similar and
that Daryl

Gene Caauwe by taking advantage

of the Voluntary

Separation Incentive program attempted to eliminate entirely Debra
Kay Caauwe's interests in his retirement benefits.

On appeal, it

is the burden of the party seeking to overturn the trial court's
findings to marshal 1 the evidence in support of the findings and
then demonstrate that despite this evidence, the trial court's
findings are so lacking in support as to be against the clear
weight of the evidence, thus making them clearly erroneous, In re
Estate of Bartell, 776 P.2d 886 (Utah 1989); Riche v. Riche, 784
P.2d 465, 468 (Utah App. 1989).

An appellate court will not

disturb the trial court's decision as to modification of a divorce

2

decree absent an abuse of discretion,

Myers v. Myers, 768 P. 2d

979, 984 (Utah App. 1989).
3. Issue:

Did the Utah trial court have subject matter

jurisdiction to modify the decree of divorce entered in South
Carolina?
Standard of Review:

Questions of law are reviewed under

a correction of error standard, giving no deference to the trial
court.

Maxwell v. Maxwell, 796 P.2d 403, 404 (Utah App. 1990).
4.

Issue:

Does the evidence support the trial court's

finding that Daryl Gene Caauwe has the ability to pay Debra Kay
Caauwe's attorney's fees, and that Debra Caauwe is in need of
having her attorney fees paid?
Standard of Review:

In light of the relevant factors and

circumstances of this case, the appellate court must find an abuse
of discretion in the trial court's determination and award of
attorney fees. Rasband v. Rasband, 752 P.2d 1331 (Utah App. 1988).

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This is a domestic relations case involving a petition
for a modification of a Decree of Divorce seeking a determination
that an "early out" incentive bonus received by Daryl Caauwe in
lieu of standard military retirement benefits is marital property
subject to equitable distribution between the parties.

3

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Daryl Gene Caauwe enlisted in the Air Force in February,
1971. (Tr. at 25). He married Debra Kay Caauwe on March 25, 1972
in the State of Minnesota. (Tr. at 3).

The parties had two

children born of issue of their marriage. (Tr. at 3, 4). The
parties were stationed
Tacoma, Washington.

initially at McCord Air Force Base in

(Tr. at 5).

Later

in 1972 the

parties

relocated to Dakota Air Force Base in Tokoya, Japan. (Tr. at 5, 6).
In 1974 Daryl Caauwe was discharged from the Air Force and attended
college in Overton, Minnesota. (Tr. at 6).

Daryl Caauwe re-

enlisted in the Air Force in 1978 and was stationed at Hill Air
Force Base, Utah until

1982. (Tr. at 6).

The parties were

stationed at Shaw AFB in South Carolina from 1982 to 1991. (Tr. at
6).

In September, 1991, Debra Caauwe was granted a Decree of

Divorce from Daryl in Sumter County, South Carolina.

(Decree of

Divorce).
The South Carolina Decree

of Divorce indicates

the

parties entered into a Property and Separation Agreement on August
19, 1991.

(Decree of Divorce).

South Carolina had subject matter

jurisdiction and in personam jurisdiction to hear the divorce in
1991 as

the

parties

resided

in

South Carolina,

the

parties

personally appeared before the Court, and the parties entered into
a stipulation resolving all the issues in the divorce.
Divorce).
4

(Decree of

Daryl Caauwe voluntarily separated from the Air Force on
December 31, 1992. (Tr. at 8, 9). In addition to his regular pay,
Daryl received separation pay, and a Voluntary Separation Incentive
bonus. (Tr. at 27, 28). Daryl testified he received an incentive
bonus of around $7,000.00 in December, 1992. (Tr. at 28).
Daryl misled and misrepresented to the trial court his
total incentive received was $7,000.00 to separate from the Air
Force. (Tr. at 29). In response to the question of "do you receive
any kind of monthly check or any type of monetary sum from the Air
Force today" Daryl responded negatively. (Tr. at 29).
In point of fact, Daryl was awarded an incentive bonus of
35.50 annual payments of $9,473.17. (Enlisted Voluntary Separation
Agreement).
military

Daryl was credited with 213 months of creditable

time,

i.e.

17

years
Darylfs

Separation Agreement).

9 months.

(Enlisted

incentive bonus

Voluntary

is valued at

$336,297.53, $9,473.17 times 35.50 payments. (Enlisted Voluntary
Separation Agreement).

Both Daryl and Darylfs trial counsel gave

the trial court the impression that Darylfs total bonus was about
$7,000.00. (Tr. at 29, 46, 47).
The

parties

South

Carolina

decree

in

paragraph

K.

provides that Daryl will not merge his retired pay with any other
provisions, or pursue any course of action to defeat Debra's right
to receive her 50% portion of the full net disposable retirement
pay. (Decree of Divorce.)

Daryl agree to indemnify Debra for any

5

breach of paragraph K.

(Decree of Divorce.)

On June 3, 1992, Daryl and Debra Caauwe filed a certified
copy of their South Carolina Divorce Decree with the Davis County
Clerk's Office. (Judgment in A Domestic Case Form).

Judgment was

entered by the Clerk of the Court. (Judgment in a Domestic Case
Form.)
On June 3, 1992, a Stipulation, Agreement and Order
Modifying Decree of Divorce was filed by Daryl and Debra Caauwe in
Davis County District Court, designated as case No. 926703705.
(Stipulation). An Order Modifying Decree of Divorce was entered on
June 8, 1992 signed by District Court Judge Douglas L. Cornaby.
(Order Modifying

Decree).

Daryl

and Debra Caauwe agreed by

stipulation to modify the South Carolina Decree by granting custody
of Tammy Marie Caauwe to Daryl and Daryl*s child support was
changed to the sum of $139.00 per month for the support of Stacy
Lynn Caauwe (Order Modifying
both

children

was

Decree). Child support to Debra for

originally

$500.00

per

month.

(Decree

of

Divorce).
A second Stipulation, Agreement, and Order Modifying
Decree of Divorce was filed August 17, 1992 by Daryl and Debra
Caauwe in Case No. 926703705. (Stipulation).

An Order Modifying

Decree of Divorce, pursuant to Stipulation of the parties, was
entered on August 17, 1993 signed by District Judge Jon M. Memmott
granting Daryl sole ownership of the parties home in South

6

Carolina, and the equity therein, subject to a payment of $1,900.00
to Debra payable at $100.00 per month. (Order Modifying Decree of
Divorce). Debra was awarded in addition thereto the sole ownership
of

her

retirement

with

Walmart.

(Order Modifying

Decree

of

Divorce).
Trial in this case was held on April 23, 1993 before the
Honorable W. Brent West.

Debra Caauwe personally appeared and

testified at trial as did Daryl Caauwe.

The parties, through

counsel, later stipulated the trial judge may receive and consider
Daryl's Enlisted Voluntary Separation Incentive Agreement detailing
the exact terms and amount that Daryl was entitled to from the Air
Force.
Debra

Caauwe

Minnesota. (Tr. at 3).

is

employed

by

Walmart

in

Fredlee,

Debra earns $6.95 per hour averaging

between 32 to 38 hours per week. (Tr. at 13).
Stacy Caauwe still resides and is being supported by
Debra even though her child support has terminated.
14).

(Tr. at 13,

Debra pays rent of $385.00 per month, utilities of about

$30.00 to $35.00 per month, $66.00 per month auto insurance, food
of $50.00 to $60.00 per week and owes a $1,000.00 for Stacey's
medical expenses. (Tr. at 14, 15).
Daryl Caauwe is also employed at Walmart in Utah earning
$5.65 per hour with a take home pay of $350.00 bi-weekly. (Tr. at
32).

Daryl also works at Country Cousins earning $4.65 per hour
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averaging 20 to 30 hours per week. (Tr. at 33).

Daryl

has

remarried and his present wife is employed and enlisted in the Air
Force. (Tr. at 24). Daryl received the initial annual annuity
payment of $7,000.00 and has not divided the same with Debra. (Tr.
at 29, 36).
Debra incurred attorney fees through trial of $1,000.00
and has incurred additional attorney fees for this appeal.

(Tr. at

15, 16, 39).

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The United Supreme Court in McCarty v. McCarty, 453 U.S.
210 (1981) and Mansell v. Mansell, 490 U.S. 581 (1989) did not
divest state courts of jurisdiction to divide military retirement
benefits.
federal

The Supreme Court only required state courts to apply

law in determining

the character

of military

pension

benefits.
In response to the McCarty decision Congress immediately
passed, the Uniform

Services

Former

Spouse's Protection Act,

USFSPA, 10 U.S.C. Section 1408, permitting state courts to treat
military retired pay as marital property subject to equitable
distribution.

Congress thereby expressed a clear intent that

retirement benefits are divisible between spouses.
In this case neither 10 U.S.C. Section 1174a or 1175

8

discuss USFSPA or divisibility of incentive bonus payments in the
event of divorce.

The legislative history to this legislation

indicates the Department of Defense did not intend to offer the
voluntary separation incentives to military personnel with fifteen
(15) to twenty (20) years time in grade such as Daryl Caauwe but
considered an early retirement option as a viable alternative to
this

segment

of

military

personnel.

Incentive

bonuses

to

individuals with time in grade similar to Daryl Gene Caauwe should
be considered as early retirement, and in keeping with pronounced
Congressional intent, divisible with former spouses.
The parties to this case entered into a stipulation in
the divorce wherein Daryl Caauwe agreed to pursue no course of
action that would defeat or limit Debra Caauwefs right to receive
a fifty (50%) portion of the full net retirement pay and further
agreed to indemnify her if he breached the Stipulation.

The trial

court made a finding that Daryl Caauwe breached the Stipulation by
attempting to eliminate entirely Debra Caauwe's right to Daryl's
military retirement benefits by electing to receive $336,297.53 in
Voluntary Separation Incentive bonus payments.

The trial court

merely ordered Daryl Caauwe to share equally with Debra Caauwe the
net voluntary incentive separation bonus payments in keeping with
the parties1 original Stipulation.
The Utah trial Court had subject matter jurisdiction to
divide the voluntary incentive bonus pursuant to the original terms
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of the South Carolina Decree of Divorce.
from denying

the Utah trial court

Daryl Caauwe is estopped

lacked

jurisdiction

having

initiated and obtained in Utah two (2) Orders modifying the South
Carolina divorce decree on previous occasions.
The trial Court did not abuse its discretion in awarding
Debra Caauwe*s attorney fees having considered Daryl Caauwefs full
time employment, additional

part time employment, his present

wife's employment, his receipt of the initial incentive bonus
payment, and the financial needs and ability of Debra Caauwe.

ARGUMENT

I.

FEDERAL LAW DOES NOT PRECLUDE A STATE
COURT FROM TREATING VSI PAYMENTS AS
MARITAL PROPERTY SUBJECT TO EQUITABLE
DIVISION

In McCarty v. McCarty, 453 U.S. 210 101 S. Ct. 2728, 69
L. Ed 2d 589 (1981), the United States Supreme Court addressed the
issue of whether military retirement benefits may be treated as
marital property and concluded that federal law precluded a state
court

in

a

community

property

state

from

dividing

retirement benefits in a dissolution proceeding.
later, Congress

enacted

10

U.S.C.

Section

1408

military

A short time
(1983),

the

Uniformed Services Former Spouse's Protection Act, USFSPA, enabling
state courts to consider retirement benefits in deciding divorce
settlements.
10

In Greene v. Greene, 751 P.2d 827, 831 (UtahApp. 1988),
the Utah Court of Appeals held that military benefits accrued in
whole or in part during marriage constitute marital property under
Utah law and are subject to division in a divorce proceeding.

The

Court cited with approval Bailey v. Bailey, 745 P.2d 830, 831-832,
(Utah App. 1987) that whether retirement benefits are subject to
distribution does not turn on present use or control but whether a
right to the benefit or asset has accrued in whole or in part
during the marriage.
In Maxwell v. Maxwell , 796 P.2d 403 (Utah App. 1990), the
Utah Court of Appeals held that state courts have subject matter
jurisdiction
benefits.

to

enter

an

order

dividing

military

retirement

The Court of Appeals emphasized that on remand by the

United States Supreme Court in Mansel1 , the California Court of
Appeals determined that in neither McCarty nor in Mansel1 did the
Supreme Court

divest

state

courts of

military retirement benefits.
courts to apply

federal

jurisdiction

to

divide

The Court simply required state

law in determining

the character of

military pension benefits. See In re Marriage of Mansel1, 217 Cal.
App. 3rd 219, 216 Cal. App. 3rd 937, 265 Cal. Rptr. 227, 231-234
(1989).
On December 5, 1991, Congress enacted 10 USC Section 1175
to provide for voluntary incentive payments to military members to
leave the armed services. The House conference report indicates an

11

intent not to offer voluntary incentive bonuses to members with as
many years in service as Daryl Caauwe, but intended to cover that
segment by an early retirement option:

In addition, the conferees are
interested in exploring other
options to help the military
Services reduce their personnel
inventory on a voluntary basis.
For example, personnel overages
in the 15 to 20 year segment of
the force may be trimmed by
offering an early retirement
option. The conferees understand that the Department of
Defense does not intend to offer
the voluntary separation incentives
provided in this section to the 15
to 20 year segment of the force, so
an early retirement option may be
viable alternative.
H.R.

Conf.

Rep.

No. 102-311, 102d

Cong., 1st

Sess.

(1991),

reprinted in 1991 U.S. Code Cong, and Adm. News, p. 1113.
Daryl Caauwe in his appeal brief concedes neither section
1174a nor section 1175 mentions the USFSPA or divisibility of the
payments in the event of divorce.

Congress has made clear its

intent in the USFSPA legislation that military retirement benefits
were divisible by state courts.

The House conference

report

indicates that Congress considered voluntary incentive payments to
members such as Daryl Caauwe to be an early retirement inasmuch as
the Department

of

Defense was

not

going

to

offer

voluntary

separation incentives to members with over fifteen (15) years of
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service.

Absence any express legislation to the contrary, the

intent of Congress appears to be that early retirement incentive
payments to Daryl Caauwe were divisable by state courts as marital
property.

The

size

of

the

VSI

payment

to

Daryl

Caauwe,

$336,297.53, is indicative of retirement, not a bonus.
In any event, Debra Caauwe asserts the intent of Congress
in enacting the legislation concerning VSI payments is immaterial
as the parties stipulated in the decree of divorce that Daryl
Caauwe would pursue no course of action that would defeat or limit
Debra Caauwe's right to receive a fifty (50%) portion of Darylfs
retirement benefits. Furthermore, Daryl Caauwe agreed to indemnify
Debra Caauwe to that effect and not take any action to cause a
limitation in the amount of net retirement pay which Debra Caauwe
had vested.

In contravention of the parties decree of divorce,

Daryl Caauwe has deliberately pursued a course of action that pays
him $336,297.53 by June 30, 2026, and awards no sum to Debra
Caauwe.
Daryl Caauwe voluntarily separated from the Air Force on
December 31, 1992 and was awarded 213 months of credible time in
computing his VSI payments; i.e. seventeen (17) years and nine
months. On October 23, 1992 Congress enacted 10 U.S.C. Section 1176
which prohibits an enlisted member from being selected to be
involuntarily separated, after completion of eighteen (18) years or
more of credible military service. If Daryl Caauwe had remained in
the Air Force for another three (3) months, he could not have been
13

involuntary separated.
Furthermore, Daryl Caauwe did not have to be promoted to
a higher rank in order to remain in the Air Force, and only had to
serve out the balance of his enlistment period. (Tr. at 26).
The trial court made specific findings that by electing
to take the VSI payment Daryl Caauwe has attempted to eliminate
entirely

Debra

Caauwe's

interest

in

his

retirement

benefits

contrary to their stipulation (paragraph 6 of Findings and Order).
The trial court found both programs similar, that is the VSI
program and the standard

retirement program, as the member's

payment is based upon credited time served in the military together
with base pay at the time of separation. (Paragraphs 7, 8, 9 of
Findings and Order).

These findings remain uncontested as Daryl

Caauwe has not claimed on appeal they are clearly erroneous nor
made the trial court's findings an issue.
The trial court had the right to interpret and enforce
the Decree of Divorce before it as the same court had twice before
modified it. Pursuant to Section 30-3-5(2) UTAH CODE ANNOTATED, as
amended, the trial

court has continuing

jurisdiction

to make

subsequent changes or new orders for the distribution of property.
This statute confers broad discretion upon trial courts in the
division

of

property,

regardless

of

its

source, or

time of

acquisition. Walters v. Walters, 812 P.2d 64 (Utah App. 1991),
Burke v. Burke, 733 P.2d 133, 134-135 (Utah 1987).
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Further, the

purpose of property divisions is to allocate property in the manner
which best serves the needs of the parties and best permits them to
pursue their separate lives.

Noble v. Noble, 761 P.2d 1369, 1373

(Utah 1988) .
The source for Daryl Caauwe VSI payment was primarily
credited military time while married to Debra Caauwe.

It is a

benefit conferred upon Daryl Caauwe as a result of his military
enlistment in the Air Force.

The Court should look to the source

of the benefit to determine if it is a divisible military service
benefit.

In the case of Leatherman v. Leatherman, 833 P.2d 105

(Idaho 1992),

Dorothy

Leatherman

was awarded

38% of

Thorton

Leatherman1s civil service annuity from the United States Post
Office based upon fourteen (14) years of military service during
the parties1 marriage.
In September, 1982, Mr. Leatherman was rendered totally
disabled as a result of a heart attack. In order to qualify for
100%

civil

service

disability

he

surrendered

his

military

retirement benefit eligibility. On January 30, 1983 he retired from
the civil service where he had been a postal employee. Although he
had no existing military retirement benefits at that time, he was
entitled to credit for his years of military service in determining
his civil service annuity.
Mrs. Leatherman filed to modify the Decree of Divorce
seeking a division of her former husband's military retirement

15

benefits

pursuant

to

the

Protection Act (USFSPA).

Uniform

Services

Former

Spouse's

The Idaho Supreme Court in awarding Mrs.

Leatherman 38% of the civil service annuity held "in Idaho, we look
to the source of the benefit."

833 P.2d at 108. The civil service

benefits Mr. Leatherman received can be traced to what he was
entitled to receive as military retirement benefits.
The trial court was correct in awarding Debra Caauwe
fifty

50% of

Daryl

Caauwe's

VSI

payments

as

this

military

retirement benefit was earned during the parties lengthy marriage.

II THE TRIAL COURT DID HAVE SUBJECT
MATTER JURISDICTION TO MODIFY THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DECREE OF DIVORCE

Debra Caauwe filed her Petition to Modify the Decree of
Divorce in an existing case initially commenced in the District
Court of Davis County by Daryl Caauwe.

Daryl Caauwe through his

Utah attorney had twice filed seeking orders to modify the Decree
of divorce. Daryl Caauwe was successful in modifying the Decree on
June 5, 1992 and again on August 14, 1992.

The South Carolina

decree had been domesticated by Daryl Caauwe in June, 1992 when he
first sought to modify the Decree.
In Maxwell v. Maxwell, the Utah Court of Appeals held the
trial

court

had

subject

matter

jurisdiction

to

provide

for

disposition of military benefits as part of the divorce decree and
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that Otis Maxwell waived his right to assert that the Court's
division of such property was in excess of its jurisdiction, by
signing a Stipulation of Settlement.
In this case, Daryl Caauwe cannot complain of the trial
court enforcing and interpreting the decree as Daryl signed a
Stipulation which was incorporated into the Decree that he would
pursue no course of action to defeat or limit Debra Caauwe's
interest in the military retirement.
Also, Daryl Caauwe having through his own Utah counsel
twice modified the South Carolina Decree of Divorce in the State of
Utah is estopped or has waived any right to contest subject matter
jurisdiction. Daryl having accepted the benefits of two prior
modifications is barred by the doctrine of estoppel and/or waiver
from repudiating the authority of the trial court. See Estoppel and
Waiver, 28 Am. Jur. 2d Section 59.

Ill

THE TRIAL COURT*S FINDING THAT
DARYL CAAUWE HAS THE ABILITY TO
PAY DEBRA CAAUWEfS ATTORNEY FEES
IS SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE

The trial court made a finding that Debra is employed by
Walmart earning $6.95 per hour averaging between 32 to 38 hours per
week earning a net pay of $373.00 bi-weekly (Finding No. 16).
The trial court found Daryl earned a comparable wage at
Walmart but in addition was remarried and his wife was enlisted
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with the United States Air Force (Finding 17). The court further
found Daryl

had the ability

to pay Debra's attorney

fees of

$1,000.00 and Debra was in need of having her attorney fees paid.
(Finding No. 18).
The record supports that Daryl has greater earnings than
Debra as he is also employed at Country Cousins earning $4.65 per
hour averaging 20 to 30 hours per week.

Daryl has remarried and

his wife is enlisted in the Air Force contributing to the family
income.

In Crockett v. Crockett, 836 P.2d 818 (Utah App. 1992),

the Court of Appeals

held

the trial court is not precluded as a

matter of law from considering the income of a receiving parent's
new spouse when determining the receiving parent's "need" for costs
and attorney fees. Similarly, the trial court in the case should be
able to consider Daryl

Caauwe's present

wife's

employment

in

considering his ability to pay Debra's attorney fees.
Debra

Caauwe

has

not

received

any

of

the

initial

$7,000.00 annual annuity payment as Daryl has retained the entire
sum.

Debra testified she is still supporting one daughter, Stacy

Caauwe, without any

child support, and

payments

for

of

$385.00

rent, $35.00

that she pays monthly
utilities, $66.00

auto

insurance, and $216.00 to $250.00 for food. (Tr. at 14, 15). Debra
has incurred over $1,000.00 of medical expenses for her daughter.
(Tr. at 15). The record supports Debra is in need of having her
attorney fees paid and Daryl has the ability to pay her attorney
fees.
18

IV

DEBRA CAAUWE SHOULD BE AWARDED
ATTORNEY FEES ON APPEAL

Debra Caauwe should be awarded a reasonable attorney fees
for attorney fees incurred on appeal.

Ordinarily, when fees in a

divorce are awarded at the trial level to the party who prevails on
appeal, fees should also be awarded to that party on appeal.
Rappleye v. Rappleye, 855 P.2d 260 (Utah App. 1993); Bell v. Bell ,
810 P.2d 489, 494 (Utah App. 1991).

CONCLUSION

The United States Supreme Court in McCarty and Mansel1
did not divest state courts of jurisdiction to divide military
retirement benefits.

State courts are only required to apply

federal law in characterizing military retirement benefits.

The

legislative history indicates Congress considered the VSI payment
to Daryl Caauwe as an early retirement due to his lengthy military
service.

In keeping with the clear intent of Congress as set forth

in the Uniform Service Former Spouse's Protection Act the VSI
payment to Daryl

Caauwe should be divisible

especially

since

Sections 10 USC 1174a and 1175 are silent as to divisibility of
payments in the event of divorce.
These parties entered into a Stipulation incorporated in
the South Carolina divorce decree that Daryl Caauwe would pursue no
course of action to defeat or limit Debra Caauwe's interest in the
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military retirement. Daryl Caauwe breached that Stipulation by
accepting VSI payments and thereby

eliminating Debra Caauwe's

interest in the military retirement.

Daryl Caauwe should be

required to indemnify Debra Caauwe for this breach and pay her 50%
of his VSI payments.
In Maxwel1, Utah ruled that its state counts have subject
matter jurisdiction to provide for disposition of military benefits
as part of the divorce decree and Daryl Caauwe has waived his right
to

assert

that

the

Court's

division

was

in

excess

of

its

jurisdiction by signing a Stipulation to pursue no course of action
to defeat

or

limit Debra

Caauwe's

interest

in

the military

retirement benefits.
The trial court's awarding Debra Caauwe attorney fees is
supported by the record showing she is in need of having her
attorney fees paid, that Daryl Caauwe has the ability to pay those
attorney's fees, and the attorney's fees awarded are reasonable.
Debra Caauwe respectfully requests the Court of Appeals
affirm the decision of the trial court in all respects, order
payment of Debra Caauwe's attorney fees on appeal, and remand the
case back to the district court for determination of attorney fees
on appeal.
DATED this ^XX

day of December, 1993.

ROBERT L. NEELEY
/
Attorney for Debra Kay Caauwe
Plaintiff/Appellee
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I mailed four (4) true and correct
copies of the foregoing Brief yof
postage prepaid, this

J-Q*~

day

Appellee, Debra Kay Caauwe,
of December, 1993, to Ellen

Maycock, Kruse, Landa & Maycock, Eighth Floor, Bank One Tower, 50
West Broadway, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-2034.

ROBERT L. NEfelfEY
Attorney for Debra Kay Caa^e
Plaintiff/Appellee
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IN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF DAVIS
Debra Kay Caauwe,
Plaintiff,
1/ S

::

DECISION

;:

Civil No. 926703705

{

Daryl Gene Caauwe,

:

Defendant.

:

The issue is whether the Plaintiff is entitled to 50%
of the Defendant's Voluntary Separation Incentive Pay from the
military.
Pursuant -'•.: the parties Divorce Decree, the Plaintiff
was entitled r- :v
approximate!:-

Defendant's monthly retirement.
us years, the Defendant voluntaril y

forgo his retirement.

lected to

He took advantage or the militar*
T'he PI a inJlu iff

Voiun- i ' Separation lucent, i ve tVoqrani,
that

After

Voluntary Separation Incentive Pay program was take;

^

the Defendant, in lieu of his military retirement benefits
such, she -!-;ms a I,l,J —*-•---.-*- -'

i

• :- v-'

•--.;

• -.

* •

x

Incentive
:he other hand, the Defendant claims that :,
Voluntar

--:;: ..-.'..•

••

•

his military retirement benefits.

- • *
He contends that the Voluntary

Separation Incentive Pay program has a different purpose than

\

Page Two
Decision

military retirement and should be treated differently.

He

further claims that the Voluntary Separation Incentive
Pay is personal property acquired after the marriage.

It is not

marital property subject to distribution to the Plaintiff.
The Court finds for the Plaintiff.
is dispositive.

The Divorce Decree

Paragraph 4K of the decree states ... that the

Defendant agrees not to merge the (Defendant's) retired or
retainer pay with any other pension, and not to pursue any course
of action that would defeat the (Plaintiff's) right to receive a
portion of the full net disposable retired
the (Defendant)

(emphasis added.)

or retainer pay of

The (Defendant) further

agrees not to take any action by merger of the military
retirement pension so as to cause a limitation in the amount of
the total net monthly retirement or retainer pay in which the
(Defendant) has a vested interest, and, therefore, the
(Defendant) will not cause a limitation of the (Plaintiff's)
monthly payments as set forth above. The Divorce Decree further
provides that if the Defendant breaches the agreement, he will
indemnify the Plaintiff by making direct monthly payments to the
Plaintiff in the amount provided in Paragraph 4C of the decree.
Those payments are to be made under the same terms and conditions
as if those payments were made pursuant to Paragraph 4C.
Paragraph 4C of the decree gives the Plaintiff a 50% interest in
the Defendant's net disposable retired or retainer pay.

See

Page Three
Decision

paragraph 4F of: the Divorce Decree for a definiti on of "net
d isposafa'l't 1 , "')

By taking advantage of t h e military's Voluntary
Separation Incentive Pay program, t h e Defendant h a s attempted to
5 reti rement
benefits.

Under t h e divorce d e c r e e , h e agreed n o t to do t h a t .
pursue a n y course

He agreed

iction that would defeat or

[ i,

s

required :

;: * ^ equivalent

disposable retirement pay,

^

-r

J . interest

.t r.<=*-

However, t h e Defendant d i d

full retirement fr c in, the* ID i ] i tar i

Ir '

Its place, t h e Voluntary Separation Incentive Pay program.
programs a r e similar.

Both

They both u s e base salary and length o f

service to determine t h e amount of benefit.

Since t h e Court

can't determine from t h e evidence w h a t 5 0 % of t h e Defendant's n e t
disposable retirement p a y wot il d b e , t h e PI a i nti ff :i s awar ded a
b0% interest in t h e Defendant's n e t disposable Voluntary
Separation Incentive Pay.
In addition, t h e Cour t :! s enforce i lg a S« TI 1 th Cai
Divorce Decree.

• a

T h e decree states that t h e Plaintiff will

receive a 5 0 % share of the Defendant's full retirement. T h e
decree makes

si on ! or app! i eati on ot thi - w-vodward t'ormu 1 a

that might have been applicable h a d i t beei I a UX ir Divorce
Decree.

Full faith and credit requires enforcement of t h e South
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Carolina decree without modification under the Woodward Formula.
Finally, the Plaintiff is awarded her costs and
attorney's fees of $1,000.00 for having to bring this Petition to
enforce the Divorce Decree.

She has prevailed.

The Defendant

has the financial ability to pay Plaintiff's fees.

The Plaintiff

is in financial need of having her attorney's fees paid.

The

fees are reasonable.
Plaintiff's attorney will please prepare Findings of
Facts, Conclusions of Law and and Order consistent with this
ruling.
DATED this

2 $ ^ day of May, 19 °g .
Signed_
W. Brent West
District Court Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Decision to Robert L. Neeley, Attorney for
Plaintiff, at 2485 Grant Avenue., Suite 200, Ogden, Utah 844^31,
and to Brent E. Johns, Attorney for Defendant, at 2411 Kiesel
Avenue, JSnite 101, Ogden, Utah 84401-2391, postage prepaid, date\
thiso^Ll^ay of May, 199 "5 «

FN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF DAVIS
Debra Kay Caauwe,

DECISION
C i vi ] No. 92 6 7 037 05

Pj a. i i it. i ff,
vs,
Daryl Gene Caauwe,
Defendant.

The issue is whether the Plaintiff is enti tied to 5 0 %
of the Defendai it's V o] \ m t a i y Separ ati on Inc ei it:i v e Pay from
military.
* ::• i irt ies Divorce Decree, the

Pursuant
was e ~ '

"

approximate,
forgo n._

, A*.

retirement.

M>intiff

«• " . •• *
ytuiL,

*;.- Defendant voluntarily elected to

He took advantage o;

^

i>: tary's
* *

ids

Luntary Separation Incentive Pay program was.taken, by
the Defendant, i n lieu of his military retirement b e n e f i t s .
SUCI1^

she

cla

jLms

a

50^

As

interest in his Vo] in itar y Separati < :)n

Incentive Pay.
On the other hand, the Defendant claims that his
Voluntary Separation Incentive Pay i s separate ai id < :ii stinct from
his military retirement benefits,

He contends that the Voluntary

Separation Incentive Pay program has a different purpose than
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military retirement and should be treated differently.

He

further claims that the Voluntary Separation Incentive
Pay is personal property acquired after the marriage.

It is not

marital property subject to distribution to the Plaintiff.
The Court finds for the Plaintiff.
is dispositive.

The Divorce Decree

Paragraph 4K of the decree states ... that the

Defendant agrees not to merge the (Defendant's) retired or
retainer pay with any other pension, and not to pursue any course
of action that would defeat the (Plaintiff's) right to receive a
portion of the full net disposable retired
the (Defendant)

(emphasis added.)

or retainer pay of

The (Defendant) further

agrees not to take any action by merger of the military
retirement pension so as to cause a limitation in the amount of
the total net monthly retirement or retainer pay in which the
(Defendant) has a vested interest, and, therefore, the
(Defendant) will not cause a limitation of the (Plaintiff's)
monthly payments as set forth above. The Divorce Decree further
provides that if the Defendant breaches the agreement, he will
indemnify the Plaintiff by making direct monthly payments to the
Plaintiff in the amount provided in Paragraph AC of the decree.
Those payments are to be made under the same terms and conditions
as if those payments were made pursuant to Paragraph 4C.
Paragraph 4C of the decree gives the Plaintiff a 50% interest in
the Defendant's net disposable retired or retainer pay.

See
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paragraph 4F of the Divorce Decree for a definition of "net
disposable.")
By l a h i i i q .JI jvajit.aijc 01 Uiu rail i t a r y 1 s v n u n t a r y

Separation Incentive P a y program, t h e Defendant h a s attempted t o
eliminate entirely t h e Plaintif -

ui

,-

He agreed v.*
limit r ^

pursue any course et s t i

nterest

l

interest

*^

etirement

. •. .

t.

U M T •* uld defeat or

nilitary retirement.

As such, he is

i nterest i n hi s net

•..;.•-*disposable retirement pay.

However, the Defendant did not earn a

fix] 1 retirement from, t h e military.

Instead, h e substituted, in

:i ts pi ace, t:l le Vol ui 1 tar y Separata on Incenti v e Pay program,.
programs are similar,

Both

They both use base salary and length of

service to determine the amount of benefit.

Since the court

he evidence what b0% of; the Defendant's net
disposable retirement pay would be, the Plaintiff is awarded a
50% interest i n the Defendant's net disposable voluntary
S e p a i: a 1 1 o n

I" n c e r 11: i * ' <» I". i y .

In addition, the Court Is enforcing a South Carolina
Divorce Decree.

The decree states that the Plaintiff will
*

. t-v ( . i*

-

decree makes r

provision *

* n v tuah* r **

-i irement. The

application o* the Woodward formula

spplicable had *

* u a Utah Divorce
.•; forcement of the South
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Carolina decree without modification under the Woodward Formula.
Finally, the Plaintiff is awarded her costs and
attorney's fees of $1,000.00 for having to bring this Petition to
enforce the Divorce Decree.

She has prevailed.

The Defendant

has the financial ability to pay Plaintiff's fees.

The Plaintiff

is in financial need of having her attorney's fees paid.

The

fees are reasonable.
Plaintiff's attorney will please prepare Findings of
Facts, Conclusions of Law and and Order consistent with this
ruling.
DATED this

2 S ^ day of May, 19 °<3 .

; igned <\0. l i ^ C
W. Brent West
District Court Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Decision to Robert L. Neeley, Attorney for
Plaintiff, at 2485 Grant Avenue., Suite 200, Ogden, Utah 844Q1,
and to Brent E. Johns, Attorney for Defendant, at 2411 Kiesel
Avenue, jSnite 101, Ogden, Utah 84401-2391, postage prepaid, date*
t h i s o i r a a y of May, 199 "^ -

T

• ^.V,'.? !.':l:.:'?\S ^ r & H

ROBERT L. NEELEY #2373
Attorney for Plaintiff
2485 Grant Ave., Suite 200
Ogden, Utah 84401
Telephone: 621-3646

BY
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
])

DEBRA KAY CAM JWE,
Plaintiff,

FINDINGS OF FACT AND ORDER ON
PLAINTIFF'S PETITION TO MODIFY
DECREE OF DIVORCE

])
•

vs.

]

DARY L GENE CA AUWE
Defendant.

])

Judge:

])

Civil No. 926703705
K/filO

That hearing on Plaintiff's Petition to Modify Decree of
Divorce, having come on regularly for hearing, before the Honorable
W . B i: en t W e s t
1993.

District

J udg e , on t i ie 2 3 r d d a y

Plaintiff, Debra Kay Caauwe, was personally

represented by h -:
Gene

Court

Caai iwe,

wa

attorney, Brent F

f

*orney f Robert
-'

ohns.

•

-

o f Ap i i 1 ,

present

, \^eley; and defendant, Daryl

• * ; -.

represented

by

his

The plaintiti *• « defendant having been

sworn and testified; and the Court having received exhibits
the respective

parties; and \>

hereby

the

enters

and

following

• raised
Findings

of

Fact

from

in the matter;
and

Order

on

Plaintiff's Petition to Modify Decree of Divorce:
1.

That

plaintiff

obtained

a Decree

of Divorce

from

defeiidant on or aboiit the 7th day of September, 1991, in the Family
Court of ti i.e Third Judicial

Circuit, County of Sumter, State

of

South Carolina.
2.

Pursuant to paragraph 4 ( c ) . of the Divorce Decree,

JUDGMENT ENTERED

BY

TW^>

plaintiff was to receive 50% of defendant, Daryl Gene Caauwe's net
disposable retire or retainer pay in connection with defendant's
military retirement benefits acquired from the United States Air
Force.
3.

That pursuant to paragraph 4(k) of the Decree of

Divorce, defendant

agreed not to merge

the members

retired

or

retainer pay with any other pension, and not to pursue any course
of action that would defeat the spouses right to receive a portion
of the full net disposable retired or retainer pay of the member.
The member agreed not to take any action by merger of the military
retirement pension so as to cause a limitation in the amount of the
total net monthly retirement or retainer pay in which the member
has a vested interest and, therefore, the member should not cause
a limitation of the spouses monthly payments as set forth above.
The member agreed to indemnify the spouse for any breach of this
paragraph.
4. The issue before the above-entitled Court is whether
plaintiff, Debra Kay Caauwe, is entitled to 50% of Defendant's
Voluntary

Separation

Incentive Pay

from the United

States Air

Force .
5.
Force's

Defendant took advantage of the United States Air

Voluntary

Separation

Incentive

Program,

and

plaintiff

contends that the Voluntary Incentive Program was taken, by the
defendant, in lieu of his military retirement benefits, and as
such,

she

claims

Incentive Pay.

a

50% interest

in

his

Voluntary

Separation

The defendant claims that his Voluntary Separation

Incentive Pay is separate and distinct from his military retirement

. > ° •>. f; • r

benefits.

Defendant

contends the Voluntary Separation

Pay Pi:ogr an i ha: s ; 1 different p 1 11: pose
should be treated differently.
Voluntary Separation
a f t c i 1:

d i s t r i b u 11 o n t o * r.

Incentive Pay is personal

Under

the

agreed no? to do that.
oi

action

Ihit

pay

South

property

subject

to

Carolina

Divorce

retirement

Decree,

defendant

Defendant agreed not to pursue any course
or

lim-*

;• * . n t . r *

nterest;

in

retirement.

Under the Decree of Divorce, defendant is required to

p l a i n t it i

t h e eqtu Vdlenl;

disposable retirement pay,
full

acquired

Program, the defendant has attempted

defeat

W H U M

defendant's military
7.

marital

u>: p...aini-iff f s interest in his

eliminate entirely

benefits.

not

property

f i n d s by t a k i n g a d v a n t a g e of t h e M i l i t a r y

:\. •-=•;* i\e

V o i i intary Separa:
*-

and

, ! a i,, L i f f .

T h e Court

6.

an« I military retirement

Defendant further claims that the

in,; 11:1: 1 a g • * a 1 1 < I is

I 1: 1 e

Incentive

retirement

f 1 om

plaintiff's

5 0 % in

his net

However, the defendant did not earn a

the

defendant; subs t 1 t u L ed , in

ot

United
its

States

place,

the

Air

Force.

Voluntary

Instead,
Separation

I n c e n t i v e Pay P r o g i a m .
8.

The Court finds both programs are similar.

The Court

finds that both programs use base salary and length of service to
determi ne the ai 1:101 11 1: i>f benef i t.
9. Under the Voluntary Separation Incentive Pay Program,
the

United

States

Air

Force

computed

defendant's

base

pay

of

$ 1 ' 1 7 9 0 0 a 1:1 d mi 1 111 i p 1 ii e d 1 : h e s a m e b y 2.1 3 n t c ) n t h s a s d e f e n d a n t w a s
c r e d i t e d w i t h s e r v i n g 17 y e a r s and 9 m o n t h s e f f e c t i v e m i l i t a r y
, * r^ V > '"*•« -" Cs

^

^

service and multiplied the same by 15% to arrive at a lump sum
benefit payment of $56,839.05. The Court received this information
based upon Stipulation

of the parties pursuant

to information

provided by response to plaintiff's Subpoena Duces Tecum.
10.

Defendant

however

elected

an annual

$9,473.17 which was arrived at by the United

annuity of

States Air Force

multiplying defendant's base pay of $1,779.00 X 213 months X 2.5%
to arrive at an annual installment annuity of $9,473.17.
11.

Since the Court cannot determine exactly from the

evidence what

50% of defendant's

plaintiff

awarded

is

a

50%

net disposable would be, the

interest

disposable voluntary separation pay.

in

the

defendant's

net

Defendant is ordered to pay

plaintiff, Debra Kay Caauwe, 50% of the amount received on or about
January, 1993, believed to be approximately $7,000.00 as per the
testimony of defendant.
defendant, Daryl

Gene

Judgment is granted to plaintiff against
Caauwe,

for

the

sum

of

$3,500.00

for

plaintiff's share of defendant's initial payment.
12.
annual

annuity

Hereafter, plaintiff is to receive 50% of the net
payment

from

each

of

the

remaining

34

annual

installment payments of $9,473.17.
13.

As the Court is enforcing its South Carolina Decree

of Divorce which
portion

of

provides

defendant's

that plaintiff

full

retirement,

shall
the

receive a 50%

Decree

makes

no

provision for application of the Utah Woodward Formula that might
have been applicable had it been a Utah Divorce Decree.
14.

Full faith and credit requires enforcement of the

South Carolina Decree without modification under the Utah Woodward
Formula.
15. That plaintiff is awarded her cost and attorney fees
of $1,000.00 for having to bring this Petition

to enforce the

Decree of Divorce, and accordingly, judgment is granted in favor of
plaintiff and against the defendant for the sum of $1,000.00.
16. The Court finds that plaintiff is gainfully employed
at Wal-Mart earning $6.95 per hour and averaging between 32 to 38
hours per week with a net pay of approximately $373.00 each two
weeks.
17.

The Court finds that defendant is likewise employed

at Wal-Mart earning a comparable wage to plaintiff but in addition,
has remarried and his wife is gainfully employed and enlisted with
the United States Air Force.
18.

The Court finds that defendant has the financial

ability to pay plaintiff?s attorney's fees, that plaintiff is in
financial need of having her attorney fees paid and the fees are
reasonable and proper.
DATED this 23 - day of June, 1993.

to). £ & •
W. BRENT WEST
District Court Judge
APPROVED AS TO FpRM:

BRENT E. J(^HNS
Attorney for Defendant
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10 § 1174a

ARMED FORCES
Effective Date of 1983 Amendment
Section 911(c) of Pub. L. 98-94 provided that:
'The amendments made by this section [amending
this section] shall take effect on October 1, 1983."
Section 923(g) of I>ub.L 98-94 provided that:
"The amendments made by this section [amending
this section and sections 1401, 1402, 1402a, 3991,
3992, 6151, 6328, 6330, 6404, 8991, and 8992 of
this title, section 423 of Title 14, Coast Guard,
section 853o of Title 33, Navigable Waters, and
section 212 of Title 42, The Public Health and
Welfare] shall apply with respect to (1) the computation of retired or retainer pay of any individual who becomes entitled to that pay after September 30, 1983, and (2) the recomputation of retired

pay under section 1402, 1402a, 3992, or 8992 of
Title 10, United States Code [sections 1402,
t 40 **, 3992, or 8992 of this title], of any individu** w h o ***« September 30, 1983, becomes entitled
to
««»l"»* ***** W » * * «V 8Uch • c c t i o n "
wMtumt ^ m******
"«P*» a T « Mworj
For legislative history and purpose of Pub. L.
98-94, see 1983 U. S. Code Cong, and Adm.
News, p. 1081. See, also, Pub.L. 98-498, 1984
U.S.Code Cong, and Adm.News, p. 2296; Pub.L.
101-189, 1989 U.S.Code Cong, and Adm. News,
p. 838; Pub.L 101-510, 1990 U.S.Code Cong.
and Adm.New*, p. 2931; Pub.L. 102-190, 1991
U.S.Code Cong, and Adm.News, p. 918.

NOTES OF DECISIONS
1. Spouse's property Interest
U.S.C.A. $ 1174<hXl) compels reimbursement of
.„..„ . . . . .
separation pay from the service member's retireWife whose husband received separation pay as m c n t bcD^u ^d hence purposes of separation
a severance benefit upon involuntary discharge pay to ease service member's reentry into civilian
from military under 10 U.S.GA. § 1174 had pres- ufe have not been fulfilled. Kuzmiak v. Kuzent community property interest in husband's miak, 1986, 222 Cal.Rptr. 644, 176 C.A.3d 1152,
nonmatured longevity pension including the sepa- review denied, certiorari denied 107 S.Ct. 276, 479
ration pay after husband reenliated, since 10 U.S. 885, 93 L.£d.2d 252.

§ 1174a. Special separation benefits programs
(a) Requirement for programs.—The Secretary of each military department shall
carry out a special separation benefits program under this section. An eligible
member of the armed forces may request separation under the program. The
request shall be subject to the approval of the Secretary.
(b) Benefits,—Upon the approval of the request of an eligible member, the
member shall—
(1) be released from active duty or full-time National Guard duty or discharged, as the case may be; and
(2) be entitled to—
(A) separation pay equal to 15 percent of the product of (i) the member's
years of active service, and (ii) 12 times the monthly basic pay to which the
member is entitled at the time of his discharge or release from active duty;
and
(B) the same benefits and services as are provided under chapter 58 of
this title, sections 404 and 406 of title 87, and section 503(c) of the National
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (104 Stat 1558; 37 U.S.C.
406 note) for members of the armed forces who are involuntarily separated
within the meaning of section 1141 of this title.
(c) Eligibility.—Subject to subsections (d) and (e), a member of an armed force is
eligible for voluntary separation under a program established for that armed force
pursuant to this section if the member—
(1) has not been approved for payment of a voluntary separation incentive
under section 1175 of this title;
(2) has served on active duty or full-time National Guard duty or any
combination of active duty and full-time National Guard duty for more than 6
years before December 5, 1991;
(3) has served on active duty or full-time National Guard duty or any
combination of active duty and full-time National Guard duty for not more than
20 years;
(4) has served at least 5 years of continuous active duty or full-time National
Guard duty or any combination of active duty and full-time National Guard duty
immediately preceding the date of the member's separation from active duty;
and
(5) meets such other requirements as the Secretary may prescribe, which may
include requirements relating to—
(A) years of service;
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(B) skill or rating;
(C) grade or rank; and
(D) remaining period of obligated service.
[(6) Redesignated (5)]
(d) Program applicability,—The Secretary of a military department may provide
for the program under this section to apply to any of the following members:
(1)A regular officer or warrant officer of an armed force.
(2) A regular enlisted member of an armed force.
(3) A member of an armed force other than a regular member.
(e) Applicability subject to needs of the service^—(1) Subject to paragraphs (2)
and (3), the Secretary concerned may limit the applicability of a program under this
section to any category of personnel defmed by the Secretary in order to meet a need
of the armed force under the Secretary's jurisdiction to reduce the number of
members in certain grades, the number of members who have completed a certain
number of years of active service, or the number of members who possess certain
military skills or are serving in designated competitive categories.
(2) Any category prescribed by the Secretary concerned for regular officers,
regular enlisted members, or other members pursuant to paragraph (1) Bhall be
consistent with the categories applicable to regular officers, regular enlisted members, or other members, respectively, under the voluntary separation incentive
program under section 1175 of this title or any other program established by law or
by that Secretary for the involuntary separation of such members in the administration of a reduction in force.
(3) A member of the armed forces offered a voluntary separation incentive under
section 1175 of this title shall also be offered the opportunity to request separation
under a program established pursuant to this section. If the Secretary of the
military department concerned approves a request for separation under either such
section, the member shall be separated under the authority of the section selected by
such member.
(f) Application requirements.—(1) In order to be separated under a program
established pursuant to this section—
(A) a regular enlisted member eligible for separation under that program
shall(I) submit a request for separation under the program before the expiration of the member's term or enlistment; or
(II) upon discharge at the end of such term, enter into a written agreement (pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Secretary concerned) not to
request reenlistment in a regular component; and
(B) a member referred to in subsection (dX8) eligible for separation under
that program shall submit a request for separation to the Secretary concerned
before the expiration of the member's established term of active service.
(2) For purposes of this section, the entry of a member into an agreement
referred to in paragraph (IXAXii) under a program established pursuant to this
section shall be considered a request for separation under the program.
(g) Other conditions, requirements, and administrative provisions.—Subsections (e) through (h), other than subsection (eX2XA), of section 1174 of this title shall
apply in the administration of programs established under this section.
(h) Termination of program.—(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the
Secretary of a military department may not conduct a program pursuant to this
section after September 30, 1995.
(2) No member of the armed forces may be separated under a program established pursuant to this section after the date of the termination of that program.
(Added Pub.L. 102-190, Div. A, Title VI, § 661(aXD, Dec 5, 1991, 105 Stat 1394, and amended
Pub.L. 102^84, Div. A, Title X, § 1052(15), Div. D, Title XUV, §§ 4405(a), 4422(a), Oct 23, 1992,
106 Stat 2499, 2706, 2718.)
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References in Text

Commencement of

Section 503(c) of the National Defense Authoriration Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (104 Stat 1558;
37 U.S.C. 406 noteX referred to in subsec
(bX2XBX i* section 503(c) of Pub.L. 101-510,
Div. A, Title V, Nov. 5, 1990, 104 Stat 1558,
which is set out as a note under section 406 of
Title 37, Pay and Allowances.

Section 661(b) of Pub.L, 102-190 provided that:
'The Secretary of each military department shall
commence the program required by section 1174a
of title 10, United States Code (as added by
subsection (a)) [this section], not later than 60
days after the date of the enactment of this Act
[Dec 5, 1991].*

The date of the enactment of this section, referred to in subsec (c)(2), means the date of
enactment of Pub.L. 102-190, which was approved Dec 5, 1991.

_,
°* " O S ™ 1
Pub. L. 102-190, Div. A, Title VI, $ 663, D e c
5,1991,105. Stat 1399, provided thaU "Not later
than 180 days after the date of the enactment of
this Act [Dec 5, 1991], the Secretary shall submit
to
<ht
Committees on Armed Services of the
Senate and House of Representatives a 'report
containing the Secretary's assessment of the effectiveness of the programs established under sectioM
1174
» " ^ 1 1 7 5 of title 10» United States
C^k ft**8 section and section 1175 of this title],
*» ***** *9 sationa 661 and 662."

Effective Date of 1992 Amendments
Section 4405(c) of Pub.L. 102-484 provided
that: "The amendments made by subsections (a)
and (b) [amending subsec (bX2)(B) of this section
and section 1175 of Title 10] shall apply as if
included in sections 1174a and 1175 of title 10,
United States Code [this section and section 1175
of this title], as enacted on December 5, 1991, but
any benefits or services payable by reason of the
applicability of the provisions of those amendments during the period beginning on December
5, 1991, and ending on the date of the enactment
of this Act [Oct 23, 1992] snail be subject to the
availability of appropriations,"

_ ^^

Beport

Leg*****™ History
For legislative history and purpose of Pnb.1*
102-190, see 1991 U.S. Code Cong* and. Adnt
News, p. 918. See, also, Pub.L. 102-484,* 1992
U.S. Code Cong, and Adm. News, p. 1636.

LIBRARY REFERENCES
Armed Services *»23.1(6).
CJ.S. Armed Services § 104.
WESTLAW Topic No. 34.

§ 1175. Voluntary separation Incentive
(a) Consistent with this section and the availability of appropriations for this
purpose, the Secretary of Defense may provide a financial incentive to members of
the armed forces described in subsection (b) for voluntary appointment, enlistment,
or transfer to a reserve component, requested and approved under subsection (c), for
the period of time the member serves in a reserve component
(b) The Secretary of Defense may provide the incentive to a member of the armed
forces if the member—
(1) has served on active duty or full-time National Guard duty or, any
combination of active duty and full-time National Guard duty for more than 6
but less than 20 years;
(2) has served at least 5 years of continuous active duty or full-time National
Guard duty or any combination of active duty and full-time National Guard duty
immediately preceding the date of separation;
(3) meets such other requirements as the Secretary may prescribe froni time,
to time, which may include requirements relating to—
(A) years of service;
(B) skill or rating;
(C) grade or rank; and
(D) remaining period of obligated service.
[(4) Redesignated (3)]
(c) A member of the armed forces offered a voluntary separation incentive under
this section shall be offered the opportunity to request separation under a program
established pursuant to section 1174a of this title. If the Secretary of the military
department concerned approves a request for separation under either such section,
the member shall be separated under the authority of the section selected by such
member.
(dXD A member of the armed forces described in subsection (b) may-request
voluntary appointment, enlistment, or transfer to a reserve component accompanied
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by this incentive, provided the member has completed 6 years of active service
before December 5,1991.
(2) The Secretary, in his discretion, may approve or disapprove a request according to the needs of the armed forces.
(3) After September 80,1995, the Secretary may not approve a request
<eXl) The'annual payment of the incentive shall equal 2.5 percent of the monthly
basic pay the member receives on the date appointed, enlisted, or transferred to^the
reserve component, multiplied by twelve and multiplied again by the member's years
of service. The annual payment will be made for a period equal to the number of
years that is equal to twice the jnumber of years of service of the member.
(2) A member entitled to voluntary separation incentive payments who is also
entitled to basic jpay for active or reserve service, or compensation for inactive duty
training, may elect to have a reduction in the voluntary separation incentive payable
for the same period in an amount not to exceed the amount of the basic pay or
compensation received for that period.
(3) A jnember who has received the voluntary separation incentive and who
qualifies for retired or retainer pay under this title shall have deducted from each
payment of such retired or retainer pay so much of such pay as is based on the
service for which he received the voluntary separation incentive until the total
amount deducted equals the total amount of voluntary separation incentive received,
If the member elected to have a reduction in voluntary separation incentive for any
period pursuant to paragraph (2), the deduction required under the preceding
sentence Bhall be reduced accordingly.
(4) A member who is receiving voluntary separation incentive payments shall not
be deprived of this incentive by reason of entitlement to disability compensation
under the laws administered by the Department of Veterans Affairs, but there shall
be deducted from voluntary separation incentive payments an amount equal to the
amount of any such disability compensation concurrently received. Notwithstanding
the preceding sentence, no deduction may be made from voluntary separation
incentive payments for any disability compensation received because of an earlier
period of active duty if the voluntary separation incentive is received because of
discharge or release from a later period of active duty.
(5) The years of service of a member for purposes of this section shall be
computed in accordance with section 1405 of this title.
[(6) Repealed. Pub.L. 102-484, Div. D, Title XLIV, § 4406(b), Oct 23, 1992, 106
Stat 2707]
(f) The member's right to incentive payments shall not be transferable, except
that the member may designate beneficiaries to receive the payments in the event of
the member's death.
(g) Subject to subsection (h), payments under this provision shall be paid from
appropriations available to the Department of Defense.
(h)(1) There is established on the books of the Treasury a fund to be knbwn as
the ''Voluntary Separation Incentive Fund" (hereinafter in this subsection referred
to as the "Fund"). The Fund shall be administered by the Secretary of the
Treasury. The Fund shall be used for the accumulation of funds in order to finance
on an actuarially sound basis the liabilities of the Department of Defense under this
section.
(2) There shall be deposited in the Fund the following, which shall constitute the
assets of the Fund:
(A) Amounts paid into the Fund under paragraphs (5), (6), and (7).
(B) Any amount appropriated to the Fund.
(C) Any return on investment of the assets of the Fund,
(3) All voluntary separation incentive payments made after December 31, 1992,
under this section shall be paid out of the Fund. To the extent provided in
appropriation Acts, the assets of the Fund shall be available to pay voluntary
separation incentives under this section.
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(4) The Department of Defense Retirement Board of Actuaries (hereinafter in this
subsection referred to as the "Board") shall perform the same functions regarding
the Fund, as provided in this subsection, as such Board performs regarding the
Department of Defense Military Retirement Fund.
(5) Not later than January 1,1998, the Board shall determine the amount that is
the present value, as of that date, of the future benefits payable under this section in
the case of persons who are separated pursuant to this section before that date. The
amount so determined is the original unfunded liability of the Fund. The Board
shall determine an appropriate amortization period and schedule for liquidation of
the original unfunded liability* The Secretary shall make deposits to the Fund in
accordance with that amortization schedule.
(6) For persons separated under this section on or after January 1, 1993, the
Secretary shall deposit in the Fund during the period beginning on that date and
ending on September 30,1995—
(A) such sums as are necessary to pay the current liabilities under this
section during such period; and
(B) the amount equal to the present value, as of September 30, 1995, of the
future benefits payable under this section, as determined by the Board.
(7)(A) For each fiscal year after fiscal year 1996, the Board shall—
(i) carry out an actuarial valuation of the Fund and determine any unfunded
liability of the Fund which deposits under paragraphs (5) and (6) do not liquidate,
taking into consideration any cumulative actuarial gain or loss to the Fund;
(li) determine the period over which that unfunded liability should be liquidated; and
(lii) determine for the following fiscal year, the total amount, and the
monthly amount, of the Department of Defense contributions that must be made
to the Fund during that fiscal year in order to fund the unfunded liabilities of
the Fund over the applicable amortization periods.
(B) The Board shall carry out its responsibilities for each fiscal year in sufficient
time for the amounts referred to in subparagraph (AXiii) to be included in budget
requests for that fiscal year.
(C) The Secretary of Defense shall pay into the Fund at the end of each month as
the Department of Defense contribution to the Fund the amount necessary to
liquidate unfunded liabilities of the Fund in accordance with the amortization
schedules determined by the Board.
(8) Amounts paid into the Fund under this subsection shall be paid from funds
available for the pay of members of the armed forces under the-jurisdiction of the
Secretary of each military department
(9) The investment provisions of section 1467 of this title shall apply to the
Voluntary Separation Incentive Fund.
(i) The Secretary of Defense may issue such regulations as may be necessary to
carry out this section.
(J) A member of the armed forces who is provided a voluntary separation
incentive under this section shall be eligible for the same benefits and services as are
provided under chapter 58 of this title, sections 404 and 406 of title 37, and section
503(c) of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (104 Stat
1558; 37 U.S.C. 406 note) for members of the armed forces who are involuntarily
separated within the meaning of section 1141 of this title.
(Added Pub.L. 102-190, Div. A, Title VI, § 662<aXl), Dec 5,1991,105 Stat 1396; and amended
PubX. 102-484, Div. A, Title X, § 1052(16),"Div. D, Title XLIV, §} 4405(b), 4406(a), (b), 4422(b),
Oct 23, 1992, 106 Stat 2499, 2706, 2719.)
HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES
References in Text
The time this provision is enacted, referred to in
subsec (dXl), probably means the date of enactment of Pub.L. 102-190, which was approved
Dec 5, 1991.

Section 503(c) of the National Defense Authori» ^ n A c t for I r , 8 C a l Y c a r 1"* O 0 4 Sta*. 1558;
37 U.S.C 406 note), referred to in subsec (j)» is
section 503(c) of Pub.L 102-510, Div, A, Title V,
Nov. 5, 1990, 104 Stat 1558, which is set out as a
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note under, section 406 of Title 37, Pay and under 10 U.S.C1175 [this section] may be paid in
Allowances,
such amounts as are necessaryfromthe "assets of
T^L- m «/wv* A
th* Voluntary Separation Incentive iFund 6sta!>
^ ^ hy ^ ^ n 7 5 < h X I > irab(SCC, (tyl) of this
EJfective Date of 1992 Amendments
Amendment by section 4405(b) of Pub.L. section].**
102-484 applicable as if included in this section as
enacted on'December 5, 1991, and benefits or Tax Treatment of Incentive
services payable by xeason of the'applicability of
_ . ,,.,.* *«_-._» ,M tM.JJ4i_.
provisioiot • * * .mendment b m Dec. 5, (Section 6620>) of PAL. 102-190 prwded;Out
1991. «od Oct 23,1992,tobe object to avrilabil- ' l ^ f ^ f ^ f . * ' V ^ ^ J l ^
*
10W84, *t out u . note under section 1174. of f ^ P"™?? <* I«w> " J wuntary Kpmtom
*n*u'in Arm^ *w~«
incentive paid to a member of the Armed Forces
Tide laAxm^ forces.
under ^ c S n 1175 of title 10, United States Code
Sectwn 4406(c) of Pub.L 1 0 ^ provided ( M a d d c d b . a , , , ^ ( a ) ) [ t h i s . ^ o ^ j y , ^
that TTht amendments^tc> section<1175 of title ^^^^ ta g ^ i ^ e jtf f c d c r a l tax pur10, United State*i Code> fthis section!, made by
^ fof ^ ^ ^ ^
to
w U c h <8uch
subsectiom (a) and (b)shaU apply as if included m m c c n t i v c k ^ to the participant or beneficiary
section 1175 of title 10, Umted States Code, as ^ ^ man^»
enacted on December 5, 1991."
Voluntary Separation Incentives Payablefromthe Legislative History
Voluntary Separation Incentive Fund
For legislative history and purpose of Pub.L
102-190, see 1991' U.S. Code Cong, and Adm.
PubX. 102-396, Title IX, § 9106, Oct 6, 1992,
106 Stat 1927, provided that: "After December News, p. 918. See, also, Pub.L. 102-484, 1992
3 J, 1^92, voluntary, separation Incentives payable U.S. Code Cong, and Adm. News, p. 1636.
LIBRARY REFERENCES
Armed Services «=»23.1(6).
CJ.S. Xrmed Services § 104.
WESTLAW Topic No. 34.

§ 1176. Enlisted members: retention after completion of 18 or more, but less
than 20, years of service
(a) Regular members.—A regular enlisted member who is selected to be invojuntaruy separated, or whose term of enlistment expires and who is denied reenlistnient,
and who on the date on which'the member is to be discharged is within two years of
qualifying for retirement under section 8914 or 8914 of this title, or of qualifying for
transfer to the Fleet Reserve or Fleet Marine Corps Reserve under section 6330 of
this title, shall be retained on active duty until the member is qualified for retirement
or transfer to the Fleet Reserve or Fleet Marine Corps Reserve, as the case may be,
unless the member is sooner retired or discharged under any other provision of law.
(b) Reserve members.—A reserve enlisted member serving on active duty who is
selected to be involuntarily separated, or whose term of enlistment expires and who
is denied reenlistment, and who on the date on which the member is to be discharged
or released from active duty is entitled to be credited with at least 18 but less than
20 years of service computed under section 1332 of this title, may not be discharged
or released from active duty without the members consent before the earlier of the
following:
(1) If as of the date on which the member is to be discharged or released
tfrom active duty the member has at4east 18, but less than* 19, years t)f service
computed under section 1832 of this title—
<A) the date on* which the member is entitled to be credited with 20 years
of service computed under section 1332 of this title; or
(B) the third anniversary of the date on,,which the member would
otherwise be discharged or released from active duty.
(2) If as of the date oh which the member is to be discharged or released
from active duty the member has at least 19, but less than 20, years of service
computed under section 1332 of this title—
(A) the date on which the member is entitled to be credited with 20 years
of service computed under section 1332 of this title; or
(B) the second anniversary of the date on which the member would
otherwise be discharged or released from active duty."
(Added PubX. 102-484, Div. A, Title V, § 541(a), Oct 23, 1992, 106 Stat 2412.)
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CHAPTER 60—SEPARATION OF REGULAR OFFICERS
FOR SUBSTANDARD PERFORMANCE OF DUTY
OR FOR CERTAIN OTHER REASONS
Sec.
Authority to establish procedures to consider the separation of officers for sub-

standard performance of duty and for
certain other reasons

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES
Amendment
L i A« « » TI • ir i MJ/LW« «
.«
b L 98-525, Title V, § 524<bX2), Oct 19,
98 Stat 2524, substituted "Authority to
lish procedures to consider the separation of

officers for substandard performance of duty and
f° r certain other reasons" for "Authority to con^ o f o f f l c m w ^ ^ Kp^ilon
of
officer, for substandard performance of duty or
for certain other reasons" in item 1181.

vcne b o

L8L Authority to establish procedures to consider the separation of officers
for substandard performance of duty and for certain other reasons
) Subject to such limitations as the Secretary of Defense may prescribe, the
etary of the military department concerned shall prescribe, by regulation,
edures for the review at any time of the record of any commissioned officer
er than a commissioned warrant officer or a retired officer) of the Regular
ly, Regular Navy, Regular Air Force, or Regular Marine Corps to determine
ther such officer shall be required, because his performance of duty has fallen
w standards prescribed by the Secretary of Defense, to show cause for his
ntion on active duty.
>) Subject to such limitations as the Secretary of Defense may prescribe, the
*etary of the military department concerned shall prescribe, by regulation,
jedures for the review at any time of the record of any commissioned officer
er than a commissioned warrant officer or a retired officer) of the Regular
ly, Regular Naw, Regular Air Force, or Regular Marine Corps to determine
•ther such officer should be required, because of misconduct, because of moral or
Sessional dereliction, or because his retention is not clearly consistent with the
rests of national security, to show cause for his retention on active duty.
amended Pub L 98-525, Title V, § 524(bXD. Oct 19, 1984, 98 Stat 2524)
HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES
\ Amendment
itchlme Pub L 98-525 substituted "Authoro establish procedures to consider the separaof officers for substandard performance of
* and for certain other reasons" for "Authority
onvene boards of officers to consider separaof officers for substandard performance of
t or for certain othrr reasons
ubsec (a) Pub L 98-525 substituted "Subto such limitations as the Secretary of Defense
r prescribe, the Secretary of the military dement concerned shall prescribe, by regulation,
xdures for the review at any time of the
>rd" for '•Under regulations prescribed by the
retary of Defense, the Secretary of the military
artment concerned may at any time convene a
rd of officers to review the record '

record" for "Under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the military
department concerned may at any time convene a
board of officers to review the record "
EffectJ?e Date of 1984 Amendment
^ ^
^ ^ ^ of ^ L 9a_52J
dcd
^
. ^ | f f l o d n e B t | madc by p ^ ^ (1)
^ (2) [amending this section] shall take efTect on
t h c firet d a y o f t h e first m o n t n t n a t begins more
enactment of
t h a n ^ ^ y , after thc date o f ^
t h l g A c t [ Q c t {% 1 9 g 4 ] f b u t s h a J ] n o t a p p , y to my
^ m which bcfore ^ ^
g b o M d Q( o f f i c m
^
^ ^ tQ ^ ^ u n d c f ^
^
^
Q ^
.
. „
fthu sccti0n^ M m c f f c c t **<**
^
***

ubsec (b) Pub L 98-525 substituted "Subto such limitations as the Secretary of Defense
y prescribe, the Secretary of the military detment concerned shall prescribe, by regulation,
cedurcs for the review at any time of the

Legislatire History
For legislative history and purpose of Pub L
98-525, see 1984 U S Code Cong and Adm News,
p 4174
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The conferees take this action because of their concern over the
effect of strength reductions during the next few years on our men
and women in uniform and their families. The conferees especially
recognize that this drawdown in strength is different from previous
drawdowns because it affects people who are a product of an all
volunteer force. Therefore, the conferees would provide these temporary authorities as tools to assist the military Services in selectively reducing, on a voluntary basis, that portion of the career personnel inventory that is not retirement eligible. The conferees believe that these authorities would give a reasonable, fair choice to
personnel who would otherwise have no option but to face selection
for involuntary separation, and to risk being separated at a point
not of their own choosing.
With regard to the first of the two provisions, the conferees agree
that the "voluntary" separation pay benefit would be calculated at
15 percent of basic pay multiplied by the number of years of service of the separating member. Current involuntary separation pay
is calculated on 10 percent of basic pay multiplied by the number
of years of service of the separating member. The conferees believe
this enhancement will provide an equitable, up-front incentive for
personnel to choose in lieu of facing the prospect of involuntary
separation. The enhanced separation pay benefit would be in addition to employment assistance, medical care, commissary and exchange shopping, housing, relocation assistance, and leave and
travel benefits provided by the Congress in section 502 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law
101-510).
With regard to the second provision, the conferees recommend
the voluntary separation incentive plan proposed by the Secretary
of Defense, but provide that the incentive would be funded on an
accrual basis in the same manner as military retirement pay and
the Montgomery G.I. Bill benefits. In this regard, the conferees establish a voluntary separation incentive fund, and require the Department of Defense to begin paying into the fund starting on January 1, 1993. To facilitate the use of the voluntary separation incentive, the conferees authorize the Department of Defense to implement the incentive on an "unfunded basis" until December 31,
1992. However, the conferees require the Department of Defense to
increase the fund to cover any unfunded liabilities incurred before
that date in accordance with an amortization schedule approved by
the Department of Defense Retirement Board of Actuaries.
The conferees note the Secretary of Defense's pel*sonal efforts to
press the conferees for the adoption of the voluntary separation incentive be proposed. The conferees also note that the Secretary's
proposal was submitted to the Congress on September 23, 1991. At
the same time, he withdrew an earlier proposal that had been submitted to the Congress on July 25, 1991. Although several features
of the revised proposal required further examination, the conferees
decided to adopt, with the exception of the funding feature, the
Secretary's revised proposal as submitted. The conferees did this
largely on the basis of the Secretary's stated urgent need for the
incentive. With regard to the funding of the voluntary separation
incentive, the conferees believe that fiscal responsibility requires
accrual funding of this benefit, and the Secretary concurs. It is on
1112
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the basis of the agreement that the voluntary separation incentive
would be funded on an accrual basis that the conferees accept the
Secretary's revised proposal.
The conferees further authorize the Secretary of Defense to
waive up to two percent of the active duty end strengths authorized for fiscal year 1992 in order to avoid any involuntary separations, and to transfer funds for such purpose.
Finally, the conferees require the Secretary of Defense to report
on the effectiveness of the authorities provided in this section in
reducing involuntary separations six months after they are implemented. In this regard, the conferees are concerned about provisions in the voluntary separation incentive, as proposed by the Department of Defense, included in this section. For example, the conferees are uncertain about the advisability of the provisions that
would require individuals who receive the incentive to forfeit their
entitlement to count their military service for federal civil service
retirement purposes; and to offset the incentive against future receipt of Reserve drill pay and active duty pay. The conferees are
also uncertain about the advisability of the provision that would
allow for the unlimited designation of beneficiaries of the incentive
by the member in event of the member's death.
In addition, the conferees are interested in exploring other options to help the military Services reduce their personnel inventory
on a voluntary basis. For example, personnel overages in the 15- to
20-year segment of the force may be trimmed by offering an early
retirement option. The conferees understand that the Department
of Defense does not intend to offer the voluntary separation incentives provided in this section to the 15- to 20-year segment of the
force, so an early retirement option may be a viable alternative.
The Senate conferees note that many very well qualified individuals in this segment of the force could contribute their skills in
public education as teachers. In this regard, the Senate conferees
are interested in exploring the possibility of linking an early retirement option with service in public education. Alternatives could include a deferred military retirement annuity that would be funded
in part by contributions from an educational institution, or other
variations on this theme. In order for the Senate conferees to
evaluate such a program, the Senate conferees expect the Secretary of Defense to include in the report required by this section an
evaluation of the feasibility, desirability, and cost of such a program.
The conferees expect the Committees on Armed Services of the
Senate and the House of Representatives to consider any changes
and initiatives, such as an early retirement option, that may be appropriate to improve the effectiveness of these personnel authorities.
Overpayment of certain members who served in support of the Persian Gulf conflict
The conferees understand that a large number of military personnel, especially National Guardsmen and Reservists, who served
in support of the Persian Gulf conflict have been erroneously overPaid. According to preliminary estimates, over 120,000 service
members have been overpaid, and the amount of the erroneous
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I rtO l> AN iMPUHIAN? Ht^UKU-

A l l ! i m n r v H i i v " ^ »»•« *ni^«*»«»

SAfCGUARO IT-

'IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES

AREAS RENDER FORM VOID

CERTIFICATE OF RELEASE OR DISCHARGE FROM ACTIVE DUTY
3. SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

DEPARTMENT, COMPONENT AND BRANCH

1. MAMS (Last first Middle)
CAAUWE
DARYL
GENE

470 [jSJjrJ 4Q29
A I R FORGE—REG A ?
6. RESERVE OWJCTERM. DATE
5, DATE OF BIRTH (YYMMOO)
Y*ar NA MOrrth
I Pay
1952 Apr 10
7.b. HOME OF RECORD AT TIME OF ENTRY (Oty and State, or complete
address if known)

4.b PAY GRADE
E6
NTO ACTIVE DUTY

Owatonna MN
«,b. STATION WHERE SEPARATED

ti.*. LAST DUTY ASSIGNMENT AND MAJOR COMMAND

HILL AFB UT

34 FS (AGO
9. COMMAND TO

10. SGI! COVERAGE
| \ Nong
100,000
Amount: $

ERAEO

USAFR
11. PRIMARY SfS<
$ped*Ity. Lht
otriodsofont
43274B, Tao Ac

per, tit?* end yeers end months ft)
<y numbers endtitlesinvolving

Techn., F-16,

y e a r s and/^, months
45274M, Tac A c f £ Kaint

7T

12. RECORD OF SERVICE
*. Date Entered AD This Period

Year{s?
1978

b Separation Date This Pftriod

1992
14

C
d.
e.
f,

Net Active Service This Per'Od
TotJI Prior Active S«rvic«
Total Prior Inactive Service
FofQign Service

Pay(s)

MOnth(s)

Oct
Dec

03

02
C6

28

31

03
04
01
years and /^months ichrk.
03
05
g, Sea Service
00
00
h- S^^ctive Date of Pay Grade
1986
APT
13, DECORATIONS, MEDALS, BADGES. CITATIONS I N S CAMPAIGN RUMON5 AWARDED OR AUTHORIZED (All periods of senke)

General

10
15
01
00

01

Air Force Commendation Madal ¥ / l | 0 l k tfeaf C l u s t e r (QLC)j AF Achievement Mdlj AF Outstanding
pduct Mdi W/4 OLCs; National Defense Service Mdi W/l
Unit Award Ribbon W/l 0LC; AF Cofd
Bronze S e r v i c e Star (BSS)j Southye
L»la Service Mdt W/2 BSSs; Kuwait Liberation Mdlj
Humanitarian S e r v i c e Mdl; AF Oversta
hort Tour Rbn W/l PLC: AF Overseas (SEE REMARKS)

zssx&m:
^oncoraaisSLpned

14. MILITARY EDUCATION (Course title,

numbttroh^

Basic Military Trng 6 vlcs^^iJn?

Officer Orientation Crs, 2 wks, Jul
NCO Laadarship School, 4 wks, Jul 1983,

1980; S u p e r v i s o r y DevelopmauL Cra,
ISiO. MCMKIt COffTMBUTcO TO POSTW1CTNAM CftA

WOUATl 0 «

r<w

HO

16. DAY* ACCRUED LEAVE PAfO

V f T f R W EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE # » C * / s M
if.

UjHM

* A J MQVtOCP COMHETS frflrfAl IXAMIHATTON AWP AIL AW>I

ttRVYES AKD TMATMENT W1TWI M OAfS ?»OK TO SEPAAATTQN ]
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[ Y «J

[ H

IS. REMARKS
B L O C K 13 CONTI
»fTf«o« Long Tour Rbn* AF Longevity ServJcd Award Rbn W/3 OLCs5
Noncommissioned Officer Professional Military Bduc G aL-Rani Small Arms Expert Markstnanship
Rbn; AF Training Rbn.
TERM OF CURRENT ENLISTMENT: 6 Years
.

LI

SUBJECT TO RECALL TO ACTIVE DUTY BY THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR F S S J S T ^
- - - - - _ _ _ _ - . . _ _ .
NOTHING FOLLOWS - I I - - *

H

\9* MAILING ADORES* AFTER SEPARATION (Include Zip Code)
1200 S , 1500 S* Apt 2097
C l e a r f i e l d UT
84015

m

MLO^VerAMAlltS
M. wcMin Moutjrs ce*r c if HKTTO
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1fl.b. NEAREST REiATftf fflJiJfe
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a/id address- include Zip Code)
Clara Sartorius
HQR Ba£"
Warba

*vt

DEE

DOREEN N - WALLACE, G S - 6
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HIEFy/sEPS/RETS

T-T
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23. TYPE OF &EPARAT1QM

RELEASE FROM ACTIVE DUTY
25, SEPARATION AUTHORITY
AFR 3 9 - 1 0
2S. NARRATIVE RIASQN FOR SEPARATION

24. CHARACTER OP SERVICE (fndude upgndet)
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2* SEPARATION CODE
27, REENTRY CODE
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3V

VOL R E L E A S E / T K A N S TO ANOTHER SVC COMPONENT FOR EARLY
29. DATES OF TlM£ LOST DURING TMIS PEWOO
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NOV aa

Prewous eoruons ire

obsolete.

^

^Ll.\p^^.^j^YM^tf^ff^TTt
10^ MEMBER REQUESTS COPY 4
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QPO r 1 9 9 1 O -
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SAFEGUARD IT
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9 Sea Service
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tS*U MTGH $04001 SXAOUATf OR
EqUtVAUKT
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MCM»tt W A S w w ^ p f o <^>«*Mrn OTNVAI | X A U I K A T I 9 K A N O A U <^»^OfW^Tl PWfTAl J W V « J ANP -naATMeWT WThTH » M V 5 PWfCfl TO 5 W A R A H O «

t^m*
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<mmmw^w&™
r
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TES Of T t W CO«T PUWWJ THtS PiWOO
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27. R£EMTRY CODE
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, / C_
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frevtoui tditiofis *re otis&et*
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/ / ^ f ?
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/
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B««» Pay

' Basa Say
VST l a a t a l l t n e a t s ;
9 « q « i r « d crlr.Cs:

I Mentha

# Moatas

HsSfl? i f i

Aiiauai lattailswac"

^ / . ^ x 2 -T12 «
. - ^ J0
^ gc-cis"
'
"~*~llnauai Instaiiaeats
KC. 01. TT
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<;• Z v ^ i i ^c^. rvs^aat cr « ? I y *s~ ra*nila«%at i a * r m ^ i ^ z scsycn.ar.fc «
solitary *ervic9,

any

fc- My » i i 5 a i t i i i * y f o r ae£&ra%&cn ^ta«iirs asd aarvacss i s i i s i t s d t a t r a s s * i i s n
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VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE ( V S I )
BENEFICrA'RY^DESlG^ATIQN

STATEMENT

(DATE)
If

£>fi&yL. <£ C**c^>£ TS^T

, in the event of my death prior to

(Name, Grade, SSN)
receiving all of toy voluntary separation incentive payments,
designate the following individual(s), as beneficiary/beneficiaries
to receive those payments.
List name and relationship:

A

(Signature) CSSTsT
""(Type Name')

DARYL G* CAAUWE, 470-64-4929
Notes

i* Designation o f b e n e f i c i a r y / b e n e f i c i a r i e s
by w r i t i n g t o : HQ ftRPC/DSM

may be c h a n g e d

D e n v e r , Co 8 9 2 8 0 - 5 0 0 0
2,

Place

"Not Used" i n u n u s e d b e n e f i c i a r y

lines.

3I f more t h a n o n e b e n e f i c i a r y , e a c h w i l l s h a r e e q u a l l y .
4,
I n t h e e v e n t t h a t a b e n e f i c i a r y p r e d e c e a s e s rae, my V S I
w i l l g o t o t h e remaining b e n e f i c i a r y o r b e n e f i c i a r i e s i n
equal shares*
5I n t . h e e v e n t t h a t a l l my b e n e f i c i a r i e s p r e d e c e a s e nie o r
no b e n e f i c i a r i e s a r e d e s i g n a t e d , juy VSI w i l l g o t o my e s t a t e .

Atcft a

REQUL^ i AND AUTHORIZATION FOR SEPAR
(THIS fiOHM / » AFFFC^Hfi fi Y TJIF. FfilVACY
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USE RLANK&T
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AF COKM
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I. T Y P E O F f C F A M A T f O N . M t M O C l f I * .
U

DlftCHARCEO

i ) ENTRY LEVEL * t P « R * T t O *
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Q » Y OIRKCTfON » P THEf » l S ! D K N T

•

U

U

RE L C * * J O F R O M C A D / R t V 8 R T * T O A N G
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CAAUWE, DARYL G M TSGT ( £ - 6 ) ,
1 MOMI O r HECORO

t

Ovatonna MN
45274R

7

l«- M * L S V C

"

JJT1

C l e a r f i e l d UT 84Q15
11. AERONAUTICAL

OIWlCATtON

RATING

CD Y E S j p N O

N/A

Yes

13. C E R T I F I C A T E I S S U S D
Z3 D O F O R M I S 6 A F
OS O D F O R M 214

«tei»»«o
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Q UNDER OTHER T H A N HONORABLE CONDITIONS
I A D CONDUCT D I S C H A H W
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D

(Unit, MoJvr Command.

34FS (ACC)
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HTLL AFB UT 84056

Add**** tfri
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CDPO)
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12. F L Y I N G S T A T U S

T4 C H A R A C T E R O F S E R V I C E

t*. RELIEVED FROM Ai*\*HM€Nt

IfTKAYtUJY
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FUTURE M A I U « O AOPRCSS

TSGT (Er-6)

13, EFFECTIVE
OATf

470-64-4929

1200S 150PE Apt 2097

f. R E S E R V E A F G R A D E

t . FA FSC

G PtSMISSAL

ACCENTED I V T H E FWE»tOEHT

•

PLACE O F ENTRY O N A C T I V E D U T Y O R
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P

N O M E or

RECORD

4

P A y $ T R A V C y TIME FCRMtTTEO.
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2D MOA4E O F S E L E C T I O N

AAltt

U3*Z»
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a

NO
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A, A\RP< O t N V M , C O

CD MOBILIZATION AUQMENTEE
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n

[>, U N I T O F A S S i V N * * * N T A M O C » * 0

E, T N a / P A Y

CATldORY

H. A U T H O R I S E ©

M A

REINFORCEMENT OESIGNE*
O UNIT
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S
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